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        Therefore, it is emphasized the concept of portfolio management in order to 
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applying the mean-variance analysis. There is evidence that the mean-variance 
analysis is the cornerstone regarding the portfolio selection.  
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1. Introduction 
It is widely known that financial world characterized by the concept of risk. Risk plays 
quite important role in financial reality, so that the need for risk management has 
become imperative. In this thesis, the investments or portfolios are the main objective 
and since they are financial concepts enclose risk and not only that. Let‟s mention, in 
this point, what an investment is. An investment is a commitment of funds in order to 
generate profits to investors during a period. The primary aim of this commitment is not 
losing the initial capital. However, the investment itself concerns decisions about the 
future and for this reason characterized by uncertainty, justifying its risky character. 
Therefore, an investment needs risk management which is defined at the beginning of 
investment. How investments are created is the subject of Asset management and 
more precisely of portfolio management, where investors asked to define the 
composition of their portfolio. Portfolio is called a combination of assets held by an 
investor and they can be risky or risk-free. Our investigation refers to risky assets which 
profits are neither predictable nor certain.  In this dissertation we are going to analyze 
the process of portfolio management which is a result of three main pillars, the planning 
of portfolio, the execution and feedback. Each of them has a significant contribution to 
portfolio management. 
However, the thesis is going to be including a practical application of composition of 
portfolios. We examine two kinds of investments, banking portfolios and airlines. For 
this reason, we present the portfolio management of commercial banks like a specific 
case of portfolio management, taking into account that the assets of banks have 
somewhat different characteristics from the common industries. As we mention, in 
empirical part of thesis, we are going to construct optimal portfolios applying mean-
variance analysis. 
Mean-variance analysis is the cornerstone of Modern Portfolio Theory by Markowitz 
(1959). This theory gives the opportunity to investors to construct portfolios with 
maximum returns for given level of risk. The modern portfolio theory has main 
parameters the concepts of expected return and risk where analyzing in depth. In 
addition, the asset allocation and diversification are inextricably linked with the Modern 
Portfolio Theory. The asset allocation is the way in which an investor distributes their 
money across the asset classes intending to receive the maximum expected return. 
This process depends on the return of these assets as well as some additional factors. 
On the other hand, diversification is related to the risk of portfolio. Investors have the 
ability to reduce their exposure to risk dispersing the risk into different investments. 
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The entire aforementioned are applied in the empirical part of this master thesis. In the 
empirical part, we construct two real stock portfolios, one banking and one included 
airlines asset applying mean-variance analysis. We take the best possible scenarios for 
these portfolios, allocating optimal the assets and diversifying where is necessary. In 
particular banking portfolio we apply horizontal and vertical diversification in order to 
build the most possible portfolio. The next step is to measure the risk-adjusted 
performance in order to be evaluated the performance of portfolios. Some appropriate 
ratios are calculated, Sharpe, Treynor and Jensen‟s alpha determining the 
performance per unit of risk. Finally conclusions about the portfolios are conducted as 
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2. Portfolio Management: A useful tool in portfolio selection process 
In financial world, analysts consider that the Asset Management is a vital tool due to of 
which, investments and funds can be faced efficiently.  More precisely, throughout the 
Asset Management the wealth can be managed and managers can make professional 
and accurate decisions about it, leading to each investment in adequate profit. 
Nowadays, the most widespread type of asset management is the portfolio 
management than the collective investments, as well as it gives the opportunity to 
investors handling their invested capital by themselves. 
Portfolio management presupposes the existence of three main pillars. First of all, 
portfolio planning phase, where the assets are evaluated and chosen according to the 
needs of investor. At the same time the objectives and constraints of investment are 
identified in order to be realized the investment goal. In this phase, the Investment 
Policy Statement (IPS), an important document which includes information about the 
risk tolerance of investment or about the limitations of asset allocation .In addition, the 
prospects of the assets are determined in relation to capital market and its possibilities 
of profits are examined. 
Finally of this phase, investors decide the asset allocation strategy which divided into 
two categories, strategic or tactical asset allocation. The strategic asset allocation 
advocates the long-term investment horizon that is investors should hold their 
investment a long period before redemption. In this case, according to Campbell and 
Viceira (2002) the investor has to readjust constantly their assets in order to adapt to 
the needs and conditions of the market that in a long-term period have many 
fluctuations. On the other hand, tactical asset allocation focuses on the sort-term period 
investment. This style of management is aimed at the low risk investments and 
characterized by highly liquidity. 
The next phase is the execution of planning, where the portfolio construction and its 
financial analysis take place. In this part of process, investors optimize the portfolio and 
try applying the objectives of planning phase. The third and final step is feedback, 
where the portfolio is monitored and if it is necessary, it is rebalanced according to the 
risk exposure. Furthermore, the portfolio performance is evaluated measuring the 
achievement of the investment goal. In order to be achieved an effective portfolio 
management, an accurate combination of three pillars required. 
In portfolio management is important the management style of investment. There are 
two categories active and passive management. These have to do with the risk 
aversion of the investor. If the investment characterized by aggressiveness, investor 
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attempts to beat the market, buying and selling securities and the risk aversion is at low 
level and consequently high value added in portfolio. This attitude towards the 
investment has many consequences such as greater transactions costs, more 
information cost and of course, the profits here are taxed in full. The passive 
management tends to follow the market index and for this reason the risk aversion is 
high. Consequently, the investments characterized of passive management are less 
risky and the turnover of portfolio is low. There are low transaction costs, lower rates 
taxation to gains but high tax efficiency (Bodie.et Al 2004). 
 2.1. Portfolio management of commercial banks 
         All institutions in financial market have a main purpose that is to search and gain 
profit. The same happens for the commercial banks. The commercial banks apply its 
investment policy in order to earn income and this investment policy it has to do with 
the manner in which the managers construct its portfolio. Thus “commercial bank 
investment policy emerges from a straight forward application of the theory of portfolio 
management to the particular circumstances of commercial bank”.  As portfolio 
management, in commercial banking, is defined the optimum combination of three 
important factors: profit, liquidity and safety. But which is the composition of these 
portfolios? These portfolios consist of the income-earning assets and the bank‟s cash. 
The income –earning assets are securities or financial obligations which are issued by 
government institutions, local bodies or firms. Some of these assets constitute an 
important percentage of the total asset of banks and for this reason they are very 
profitable for the banks. The portfolio management of bank has a determinant role in 
the financial market and the whole economy.  
As we mentioned before, the three keys of the efficient portfolio management, in 
banking system, are the profit, liquidity and safety. However, they are inversely 
proportional each other. This means that the higher the chances for income the lower 
the liquidity and safety and vice versa. Let we present the three main objectives.  
When we refer to liquidity we mean the ability of the institution to turn the assets into 
cash.  It is very important for the bank‟s portfolio to achieve the balance between the 
profit and liquidity keeping highly the level of safety, as well as banks do not have the 
capacity to acquire unlimited number of earning assets. In order to be achieved the 
aforementioned balance between the two objectives, managers have a useful tool, the 
product possibility frontier, which illustrates the optimum combination of earning assets 
and cash , that is the optimum combination of liquidity and profitability which a portfolio 
of bank is required to have. All the optimum combinations are found on the curve and 
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the investor takes over the responsibility for the choice of optimum point. Achieving 
investors the appropriate liquidity, they should choose between more and less liquid 
assets. The most liquid ones, for commercial banks, are cash. In addition, high liquidity 
ensures the short-term bills, such as treasury bills, commercial papers, deposits with 
central bank and the loans to other financial or not institutions. At the end of the list 
comes under the loans to the customers and any other investment that concerns long 
term bonds or loans. In conclusion, borrowing commercial banks from other institutions 
like banks or central banks and selling its assets are considered the most important 
sources of liquidity. All on the condition that the commercial bank have the ability to 
borrow with high cost and then we can say that the bank has a sufficient liquid portfolio. 
The operation of a commercial bank almost always relates to risk and uncertainty. This 
happens because there is uncertainty about its future profits. A commercial bank faces 
important risks such as the market risk and risk by default. The first one has to do with 
the decrease of debt obligations prices due to the increase of the interest rate of the 
market. On the other hand, concerning the risk by default, banks are afraid of the 
weakness of debtors to arrange their financial obligations. This type of risk comes from 
the loans to customers, loans to businesses or mortgage loans. Although the level of 
risk is high, the bank is compulsory to keep safely its assets. Therefore, there is a 
conflict in this point; on the one hand commercial banks do not take very high risks 
because it is necessary for its statements “to keep a high ration of its fixed liabilities to 
its total assets with itself and also with the central bank in the form of cash.” On the 
other hand if its strategy aims to safety only, then it will not have the ability for more 
credit. Thus, a commercial bank “ must estimate the amount of risks attached to the 
various types of available assets, compare estimated risk differentials, consider both 
long-term and short turn consequences and strike a balance”. 
 
2.2Expected return and Risk: The main parameters of investment 
Attempting to examine portfolios in depth, we will refer below to key concepts that 
make them up such as expected return and investment risk. 
It is widely known that the construction of portfolio consists of many parameters which 
contribute to the regular operation of the portfolio. The most important ones are the 
expected value and the risk of portfolio. The expected value of portfolio is the profit or 
loss that an investment is expected to bring in its investor. On the other hand, the risk 
of portfolio is the probability of an investment fails to meet its financial objectives.  But 
how can these quantities be expressed mathematically and how an investor can obtain 
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the data which are going to use for decision making of the optimal portfolio? The 
answer found in the historical data. This means that for the portfolio construction it is 
necessary to retrieve the historical observations of the asset‟s returns for a specific 
period. Thus the expected return of portfolio is defined as weighted average of the 
expected returns on the individual assets. (Elton E.J. & Gruber M.J.1997). When an 
investor refers to the term of risk mathematically means the variance or standard 
deviation of the portfolio. In essence, the standard deviation is the measurement of 
uncertainty, that is the risk of investment and a measure that determines the variability 
of investment returns. 
The risk of portfolio concerns the combination of assets and it is not a simple process 
that is the average risk of the individual assets. If it was a choice between the risky 
assets, an investor usually would prefer that asset with higher expected return for given 
constant level of risk, vice versa if the expected return were constant they would prefer 
that security with the lower standard deviation. In this way the investor can ensure 
more certainty.   Choosing between the risky assets it may be an easy task but 
choosing the appropriate combination of assets is somewhat more complicated 
analysis. Many times the standard deviation of a pair of securities may be less than the 
standard deviation of both individual securities. The fact that it illustrates the two 
different risks it is possible to differ each other. Elton E.J. & Gruber M.J. (1997) 
throughout their work the “Modern portfolio theory and investment analysis” applying a 
characteristic example, they conclude in the following “the importance of considering 
combinations of assets rather than just the assets themselves and it is obvious how the 
distribution of outcomes on combinations of assets can be different than the 
distributions on the individual assets‟‟. They wanted to point out that the characteristics 
between the assets and the portfolio may be different although the portfolio is a 
composition of the same assets. 
For this reason, it is not quite to calculate only the standard deviation of the portfolio‟s 
individual securities. It is very important for the composition of the optimal portfolio to 
define the covariance between the securities. The covariance is the measure that 
determines the direction of a pair of securities. As Markowitz (1959) refers, what it 
determines the risk of whole portfolio is the covariance and it is not the standard 
deviation of securities. The covariance can be positive, negative or zero and it depends 
on the deviation of returns in each security. It has a large positive value if the assets 
move to the same direction at the same time. In contrast, the covariance is negative if 
the returns of assets move in opposite direction at dissimilar times and this is zero or 
tends to be zero if the assets have unrelated relationship. 
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The same results can be conducted by the correlation coefficient that is a variable with 
the similar properties of the covariance. The values of correlation coefficient range to [-
1, 1]. It has proven that when the correlation coefficient is -1 then the returns of assets 
move on opposite direction and the risk of portfolio can be almost eliminated.  The case 
of the correlation coefficient is zero means that the assets are independent each other 
and the investor can construct a portfolio which its variance will be lower than either of 
the individual assets and by extension means lower risk for the potential portfolio. Most 
of times in real market the correlation coefficient tend to be 1 and the risk is difficult to 
be eliminated at all. However, investors aim to mitigate the risk of portfolio doing the 
variance of portfolio less than of its securities. 
 
2.3Modern Portfolio Theory  
As we have referred each investor faces the problem allocating wealth to the assets of 
portfolio. According to Markowitz, this problem has been faced efficiently by the 
Modern Portfolio Theory. The issue arises from the choice both return and the variance 
of the assets of portfolio. Markowitz(1950)  points out that the optimum choice of 
portfolio is found on the efficient frontier which arises from the two main conditions 
“holding constant variance, maximize expected return and holding constant expected 
return minimize variance.” Thus the efficient frontier is the set which includes those 
portfolios that have the best relationship between the risk and return, In essence, the 
efficient portfolios. The average investor tend to maximize the expected return as more 
as possible and simultaneously to minimize the risk as more as possible too (Markowitz 
1959). 
The crucial point of the theory is that, the choice of the assets depends on both their 
characteristics and the interaction between the assets. Namely, the movement of the 
securities has the determinant role in the choice of the optimal portfolio. There are 
alternative theories which add more moments in order to describe the returns, such as 
for example the Skewness but the mean variance theory is the cornerstone of Modern 
Portfolio Theory. It has not proven that these extra moments in the other theories 
improve the portfolio, in contrast, the mean variance theory is well established theory to 
face the issue of investors and at the same time it has contributed to developing a 
significant measure of risk, the beta coefficient which represents the total risk of 
portfolios.Modern portfolio theory is ideal to optimizing a portfolio of a single period 
model. An additional statement by the Neill (2000) is that Modern Portfolio Theory 
based on historical data of securities and their movements do not incur simultaneously. 
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All aforementioned information are the essence of Modern Portfolio Theory and have 
constitute the cornerstone of investors decision- making, especially if we take into 
account  that investors composed portfolios absolutely by instinct. For example if the 
price of stock went up, they added it in their portfolio. Another point of MPT equally 
important is that investors can reap the benefits of diversification decreasing their 
exposure to risk maximizing the profits as much as possible. 
How a portfolio diversifies in the best level is defined by the efficient frontier. The 
efficient frontier is a curve which describes the relationship between the risk (x-axis) 
and return (y-axis) of set of portfolios. The efficient portfolios lie on the curve. Below the 
curve are located all inefficient portfolios and above of that there are the impossible 
portfolios. The efficient frontier begins left and down and finishes right and up of the 
coordinates system. Each point represents an efficient combination of risk and return. 
For example left and bottom of the curve there is a portfolio with low risk and 
consequently low return.  Hagstrom (2001) refers that none of investors do not 
achieved high returns if they do not expose in some risk. 
Therefore, on the curve lie the optimal portfolio and this is the tangent portfolio. This 
portfolio consists of assets which have allocated with the best manner. The weighted 
process is determinant for the tangent portfolio and it emerges from the analysis of 
historical data of each asset.  Looking at the curve, we observe that for given level of 
risk, we have returns and the optimal one is located on the efficient frontier and 
conversely for given level of return we have various level of risk where the optimal one 
is located on the efficient frontier too. According to Markowitz (1991) “the goal for 
investors‟ is to match portfolios to a level of risk tolerance while limiting or avoiding 
inefficient portfolios.‟‟ 
2.4.Asset allocation 
One of the most important issues which are related in the Modern Portfolio Theory is 
the asset allocation. There are several strategies on which an investor can face the risk 
and the horizon of investment constructing an optimal portfolio. Assets are necessarily 
to allocate optimally to achieve the optimal portfolio. Firstly the optimal portfolio must 
be efficient. A portfolio is considered efficient if there is not any other portfolio with 
higher expected return for given level of risk. Otherwise, there is no portfolio with lower 
risk for given expected return (envelope portfolio).As we mention before; the risk is 
imperative need for the existence of portfolio. The way which investors can measure 
the risk differs from the nature of portfolio, that is, the way which decide to allocate their 
money across to asset classes. Assets can be bonds, stocks, market securities or 
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cash. Depends on the kind of assets which compose the portfolio investors apply 
various methods to measure the returns and risk. For instance, if a portfolio consists of 
bonds and stocks the returns are more symmetrically, due to the short time of period 
and the most appropriate measure of risk is the variance or standard deviation. The 
case of derivatives where the returns are not symmetrically the variance is not the best 
measure and the experts tend to use other measures of risk, like Value At Risk or 
Skewness and Kurtosis. 
 
2.5. Diversification 
Constructing a portfolio is a process involves inherently a level of risk. In essence, the 
total risk of a portfolio is the sum of the systematic and unsystematic risk. The 
systematic or market risk based on macroeconomics factors like inflation or business 
cycle and it concerns the general economy. The systematic risk is difficult for the 
investors to avoid it entirely, affecting inevitably the returns of assets.  On the other 
hand, the unsystematic risk refers to issues related in the industry or a sector as whole 
such as the financial decisions of the company, labor problems or natural disasters. 
Thus, investors have been focused on the eliminating the unsystematic risk, 
decreasing the volatility of portfolio. This is achieved with diversification. Diversification 
is the dispersion of a portfolio risk in many different investments reducing the risk of 
over-exposure and dependence on the course of a single investment. 
However, the application of diversification presupposes that investors are aware of the 
interaction of uncertainties of assets, whether they move together or in opposite 
direction. According to Sharpe (2000), „‟ the performance of assets with in a given 
portfolio tend to follow the market, if there is recession or growth, the asset will move in 
a certain direction”. In this way, an investor can control the effects of the market‟s 
course on their portfolio. In other words, in a recession period, if an asset goes down, 
another similar asset has the possibility to go down too. The aforementioned interaction 
of the assets is measured by covariance and correlation coefficient. 
We have three determinant correlation coefficients for the risky assets. The first is the 
perfect positive correlation, (ρ=+1). In this case, the direction of assets is the same and 
at the same level, if the return of one increases then the second one increases 
accordingly. Consequently, there are not effects of diversification in the case of two 
such correlated assets. Respectively, the perfect negative correlation (ρ= -1) follows 
the same rationale, but in that case the direction of assets is opposite at the same level 
too. Diversification has remarkable effects when the correlation between the assets is 
zero (ρ=0) and then the movements of the assets do not affect each other. Therefore, a 
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low correlation of a portfolio is vital for an investor as well as with effective 
diversification can face the idiosygratic risk. Although the effect of diversification is high 
–impact, Sharpe (2000) refers that “the risk falls significantly with only a small degree 
of diversification and the benefits of it gained with the first assets added to the 
portfolio.” 
2.6. Diversification in Banking 
In this part of thesis, we discuss the diversification in banking industry. A bank portfolio 
includes assets which concern the reserves themselves of the bank or other financial 
instruments like loans, government securities, and treasury bonds composing the 
traditional resources of revenue. However, there are sources of noninterest income 
such as trading revenue, service charges and they have a determinant role in banking 
portfolios. At the first part we discuss about the cross-border diversification and the 
next part concerns the diversification in banking related in noninterest incomes. 
First of all, the globalization of the markets have brought to the fore the necessity of 
investment in a global dimension. In particular, discussing for banks, in order to keep a 
viable proportion of risk-return trade-off, banks invest not only in domestic assets but in 
foreign too. This helps them to diminish the exposure to risk. It is widely known that 
banks carry a significant percentage of systematic risk due to the transformation of 
assets or from the costs of the financial distress. There is evidence that international 
diversification improves considerably the relationship risk-return rather than by 
investing in domestic assets and when they invest in domestic assets they prefer the 
framework of benchmark portfolio.  
 However, the magnitude of the investment in particular markets (countries) depends 
on various criteria like the presence of capital controls or political risks or cultural 
differences even the geographical distance between the involved countries. Thus the 
allocation of assets depends on the negative or positive relationship between of these 
variables and the international asset holdings. In addition, an international banking 
portfolio is beneficial for the investors, in terms of the variability of the assets. Investors 
could be achieved low correlation between domestic and international assets which 
means low risk for the banking portfolio.  
Furthermore, banks can reap the benefits of foreign assets because have the ability to 
take advantage of activities which have high net present value. However, banks are 
exposed to currency risk, when they invest in foreign assets because “ if a country has 
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a high interest rate differential the world average, this may indicate the presence of a 
premium for currency risk equal to the expected devaluation of the foreign currency 
(uncover interest rate parity)”. And some other risks like transfer risk where there are 
restrictions in capital movement or sometimes governments apply currency controls. 
And finally the political risk is a determinant which affects the international investment 
because the decision of the respective government could change significantly the 
composition of the investment. 
Kevin J. Stiroh (2004) has conducted a survey that investigates whether noninterest 
income sources can be effective in diversification of banking portfolios. There is 
evidence that sources of noninterest income are more volatile than the net interest 
income of profits and revenues. There is a significant positive correlation between of 
them and the low values of risk adjusted performance confirm this assumption. The 
noninterest income seems not to reduce the risk of banks and increase their profits. 
However, this assumption has been confirmed for the one of third of the typical banks 
and it is not necessary for diversification of revenue stream that would be bring only 
negative reliance between the net interest and noninterest income. This tendency 
seems to be quite new for banks.  
Another research conducted by Donald P. Morgan and Katherine Samolyk (2003) 
examines the geographical diversification of banking portfolios which is achieved 
throughout mergers and acquisitions. The results of such as diversification do not 
necessary imply a reduction of risk. Otherwise, this diversification implies high loan-
asset ratios which means rising lending. The author refers to “the high-loan ratio is not 
translated into improved asset quality, or improvements in ROA and ROE”. Therefore, 
we conclude that this geographic diversification may not necessarily mean 
improvement in loan performance as well as it involves some inherent risks such as for 
example the cost of mergers and acquistions. What is certain is that diversification 
broadens the banks and improves their lending capability but we cannot talk accurately 
about improving loan performance. Thus, when we mention in banking diversification 
the things are more complicated than other industries and the dispersion into assets 
does not mean certainly a reduction of risk. So the implementation of diversification 
requires strategic decisions.  
3. Literature Review 
Optimizing a portfolio is quite a laborious and particularly risky procedure due to the 
complication of the market and its unpredictable behavior. For this reason, it has 
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occupied many analysts and it is subject of many studies, each of them approaches the 
issue in a particular way. 
▪ Gordon J. Alexander and Alexandre M. Baptista investigate the contribution of mean-
VaR model on portfolio selection and they compare it with the mean-variance model. 
First of all, authors examine under various scenarios the effectiveness of VaR measure 
and examine if it can replace the mean -variance method. Given that, we consider a 
risk-averse investor, there are three cases, first one concerns a portfolio without risk 
free security where the determination of minimum VaR portfolio it depends on the 
choice of confidence level of VaR. They conclude that if this level is significant small, 
there is no mean-Var efficient set. If it increases, then the efficient set of mean-variance 
portfolios and efficient set of minimum VaR portfolios are the same. On the other hand, 
when the confidence level diminishes the returns tend to become infinite and the 
efficient set does not exist. The second scenario is when the risk free rate exists but 
only for lending or the rate of risk free borrowing is bigger than rate of lending and they 
conclude in the following: 
-for significant small level of confidence the VaR cannot be minimum 
-for intermediate levels the mean-VaR in not efficient and 
- for large levels the minimum VaR portfolios are consistent with the minimum variance 
portfolios. 
 All the aforementioned cases apply for normal distributing rates of returns. When the 
rates are asymmetric distributed “the mean-VaR criterion at least as approximation, is 
consistent with expected utility maximization.” 
Another investigation in relation to optimization portfolios is that Mazzola and Gerace 
(2015) who approach the problem applying the Capital Asset Pricing Market (CAPM) 
model. They created two kinds of portfolios made up from Australian securities, one 
dynamic and a static time horizon and under specific conditions they optimized them. 
The authors point out that during the investigation taking into account the transactions 
costs and the results had impacts on returns of CAPM. Evaluating the performance of 
two portfolios was proven that the dynamic model outperformed.  
Richard C.Porter (1960) in his investigation attempts to optimize a bank portfolio 
maximizing the profits of banks. The author considers a simplified homogenous 
banking portfolio of cash assets, securities and loans which in order to make profit to 
reserves and surplus it is necessary to combine tree main characteristics, money 
returns, liquidity and capital certainty. He determines the optimum portfolio as the 
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challenge of two parameters: “the calculation of the maximum amount of securities 
which the bank would ever need to sell to meet deposit losses” and “the decisions as to 
what fraction of this amount the bank will actually hold”. The second parameter is 
related to the fluctuations on the earning and borrowing cost rates as well as how the 
values of securities are expected to rise and fall. He point out the limitation of 
commercial banks to create money (throughout optimal portfolios) is the “quantity of 
currency” and “reserves which a central bank issued”.  Thus, he conclude that, except 
for this aforementioned parameters, banks would compose efficient portfolios if could 
face the uncertainty which concerns the uncertainty for future deposits which changes 
at all times and it endanger to become illiquid, in addition the proportion of defaulted 
loans as well as the “market value of non-matured securities of its portfolio” in the 
future. All these factors made the environment of banks too risky and required specific 
treatment in order to be constructed an optimal portfolio with high performance.    
 
4. Methodology and data 
In this part of thesis we discuss the methodology which has been applied in the 
empirical part and we present the data and variables of the process. Constructing a 
portfolio is a requiring process and the total portfolio could be involved infinite 
combinations of assets.  Without loss of generality, we compose a stock portfolio which 
is more feasible and applicable. In the empirical part there are two kinds of portfolios, 
an airline and banking portfolio.  
4.1. AIRLINE PORTFOLIO 
For the airline portfolio we obtained the historical data from Thomson database. These 
are: 
▪OTC Market Index (OTCQX): monthly prices from 01/01/2014 to 30/06/2020 
▪AEGEAN AIRLINES S.A. ordinary share (AGNr.AT): monthly close prices from 
01/01/2014 to 30/06/2020 
▪AIR NEW ZEALAND LTD ordinary share (AIR.NZ): monthly close prices from 
01/01/2014 to 30/06/2020 
▪DEUTSCHE LUFTHANSA AG ordinary share (): monthly close prices from 01/01/2014 
to 30/06/2020 
▪QANTAS AIRWAIYS LTD. Ordinary share (QAN.AX): monthly close prices from 
01/01/2014 to 30/06/2020 
To optimize the portfolio we apply mean –variance analysis. The aim is to minimize the 
risk of investment and maximize the expected return of portfolio allocating the assets 
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as better as possible. Therefore, constructing an optimal risky portfolio we have to 
solve the optimization problem. This problem refers to find the minimum solution of 
portfolio variance function. The function equals to the product of the vector of four 
weights of the assets and the variance-covariance matrix of them.  Namely, the model 
is the following: 
 
                               Min VAR= (w1, w2, w3, w4) (σij) ,    i,j=1,2,3,4   
 
Subject to      
                                                       
            And                              Rp=  
Where (σij): the variance-covariance matrix 
             Wi: the weights of assets 
             Ri: the respective returns of assets 
 
Therefore, for the needs of this dissertation, we import data into Excel and calculate the 
monthly logarithmic returns of each asset. We calculate the expected returns and 
standard deviations both the OTC Market Index and each of the four assets during the 
aforementioned time period, as well as the variance-covariance matrix and annualized 
them. The market index of OTCiii was used as a proxy for the relevant market. 
In this point, we set some constraints in order to resolve the problem. We consider a 
long position investing and for this reason the weights of assets are positive.  (W i ≥0). 
In addition, the sum of weights of respective assets is equal to one. Also, no inflation, 
no transactions costs are considered.  We take into account two parameters, expected 
return and standard deviation. This represent a normal distribution and it have been 
proven from empirical research that there are no significant deviations from that, if the 
assets are stocks (Andersen & Ebens 2001). Furthermore, we have a single-period 
model and this period is approximately 10 years. 
Table 1: Annualized returns of assets 
Asset set Means Annualized 
Aegean -0.0390 
Air New Zealand -0.0094 
Lufthansa -0.0838 
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Qantas 0.1903 
 






Aegean 0.139104 0.121208 0.048001 0.068906 
Air New Zealand 0.121208 0.246424 0.085119 0.141598 
Lufthansa 0.048001 0.085119 0.135058 0.071379 
Qantas 0.068906 0.141598 0.071379 0.138843 
 
A very important part of managing and constructing optimal portfolio is to evaluate its 
risl-adjusted performance. Defining the performance of portfolio, we measure the 
performance per unit of risk. There are many indexes which determine the risk-
adjusted performance, in this dissertation are taken into account Sharpe ratio, Trey nor 
index and Jensen‟s alpha.  
Sharpe Ratio 
The Sharpe ratio calculates the risk reward of portfolio per unit of total risk. The 
respective mathematic formula is: 
                                               S=  
Where Rp is the average return of portfolio, Rf is the risk-free rate and σp is the 
standard deviation of portfolio or the total risk of investment. The higher the values of 
Sharpe ratio are, the higher the risk-adjusted performance of portfolio during the period 
of investigation. 
Treynor index 
A similar index of Sharpe ratio is the Treynor Index. The difference between them is 
that the Treynor indec measures the risk reward of portfolio per unit of market or 
systematic risk. The respective mathematic formula is:  
                                                   Τ=    
Where Rp is the average return of portfolio, Rf is the risk rate and Bp is the beta 
coefficient of portfolio or the systematic risk. The higher the values of Treynor are, the 
better the risk-adjusted performance of portfolio during the period of investigation.  
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Jensen’s alpha measure 
The Jensen‟s alpha measure adopts a different way of calculation compared to the two 
aforementioned indexes although it based on the CAPM model too. Jensen‟s measures 
the abnormal returns of portfolio over the theoretical expected returns and it permits the 
estimation contribution of investor simultaneously the estimation of systematic risk. 
Jensen‟s performance index can be positive or negative depends on the degree of 
return which the investor gain or lose given that the risk taken. The respective 
mathematic formula is:  
                                     αp = Rp- Rf –[ Bp (Rm-Rf)] 
Where Rp average return of portfolio, Rf risk-free rate, Bp weighted average 
beta of portfolio and Rm average return on market index portfolio.  
With the help of Excel Solver, the efficient portfolios were calculated and the results are 
the following: 
Table 3: Efficient portfolios according to mean-variance analysis 







Weight Aegean 37.20% 29.76% 22.28% 0.12% 
Weight Air New 
Zealand 




38.24% 26.29% 14.30% 
0.00% 
Weight Qantas 24.56% 43.95% 63.42% 99.88% 
     
Portfolio Return 0.0002 0.0500 0.1000 0.1900 
Portfolio SD 0.2950 0.3008 0.3178 0.3724 
     
Beta 0.99 0.94 0.96 0.90 
Sharpe Ratio 0.06% 16.62% 31.47% 51.02% 
Treynor 
Measure 
0.02% 5.18% 10.59% 21.16% 
Jensen’s alpha -2.25% 2.78% 7.82% 16.93% 
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We consider an investment without risk free asset (Martin Haugh, 2016) and 
consequently risk free rate is zero (RF=0). In this part of thesis, we calculate the 
expected returns for the minimum risks that are minimum standard deviations. First of 
all, we do not use constraint for expected return and the maximum value of return is 
0.0002 allocating most of wealth in Lufthansa Airline (38.24%) and Aegean Airlines 
(37.20%). Less capital is invested in Qantas Airways with percentage of 24.56 % while 
in the Air New Zealand, according to the data, an investor is wise not to invest at all. 
The second case, where it is putted constraint for desired return at level 5% the wealth 
allocated in a different way. Most of that is invested in Qantas Airways, more precisely, 
a significant percentage of 43.95%. Now the invested capital diminishes for Lufthansa 
at 26.29% and while Aegean‟s portion decreasing too, a higher level of investment is 
recommended in Aegean compared to Lufthansa. Concerning the asset of Air New 
Zealand is still not a good investment option. It is worth noting that increasing the return 
by 5% is required little additional risk. That is, the return of portfolio has a noticeable 
increase from 0.002% to 5% with just a minimum difference by 0.00058 between the 
levels of risk. In a similar way wealth is allocated to assets when the desired return is 
10%.  We observe that at the first three cases of desired returns, an investor can 
attempt more profitable investment for little difference of risk. 
 For the maximum return of 19% capital has to be invested by 99.88% in Qantas 
Airways and a minimum portion in Aegean (0.12%). It seems to be harmful for this 
efficient portfolio the participation of Lufthansa and Air New Zealand. However, the 
investment does not cease to be quite risky as well as the wealth is dispersed into 
almost a single asset.  
In case of first three portfolios we can detect the results of horizontal diversification as 
well as the wealth disperse into more than one asset.  All portfolios are not riskier than 
market because their betas are less than unity. More precisely the beta coefficient of 
first portfolio is almost 1 the fact that means this portfolio is almost perfect diversified. 
In addition, measures of risk-adjusted performance have been calculated. As 
everything shows in the above table, the highest value of risk-adjusted measures 
match to the case of the return is 19%. Obviously, the most profitable portfolio is the 
last one and it has simultaneously the highest risk. Furthermore, we calculate the 
Sharpe ratio of market and its value is SM=15.13%. The SM is less than the Sharpe 
ratios of three optimal cases and higher than the first one which have the smallest 
expected return. For the most profitable portfolio of return 19%, the Sharpe ratio is 
highest than the market‟s illustrating that during the investigated period the 
performance of portfolio was highest of market‟s performance. Also the Jensen‟s alpha 
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has a high positive value and if the investor takes minimum additional risk than the 
three first cases can be rewarded.  
In this point, it is worth referring to optimal portfolio is that efficient portfolio which 
matches the most in each investor. Each investor could be trace their own indifference 
curves on the diagram of risk-return and find that portfolios which matches their 
investment profile. More precisely, at the aforementioned efficient portfolios, for a risk 
averse investor may be the best option a low level of risk for given expected return. On 
the other hand, an aggressive investor prefers the highest return and consequently the 
highest level of risk. However, for Markowitz (1991) the optimal portfolio is the tangent 
portfolio that has the highest Sharpe ratio. This figure illustrates the efficient frontier 
and the indifferent curves which represents the preferences of investors in relation to 
risk tolerance.  
 
        Figure 1: Risk-Return diagram (Investors’ portfolio choice, SpringerLink) 
 
4.2. Banking portfolio 
For the banking portfolio we retrieved the historical data from Thomson database. 
These are: 
▪ FTSE/ATHEX Market Index: monthly close prices from 01/01/2010 to 30/06/2020 
▪ALPHA BANK S.A ordinary share (ACBr.AT): monthly close prices from 01/01/2010 to 
30/06/2020 
▪EYROBANK ERGASIAS SERVICES AND HOLDINGS S.A. ordinary share 
(EURBr.AT): monthly close prices from 01/01/2010 to 30/06/2020 
▪NATIONAL BANK OF GREECE ordinary share (NBGr.AT): monthly close prices from 
01/01/2010 to 30/06/2020 
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▪PIRAEUS BANK SA ordinary share (NBGr.AT): monthly close prices from 01/01/2010 
to 30/06/2020) 
We apply again the mean-variance analysis in order to resolve the optimization 
problem for this portfolio. The same process of optimization is followed in this point. 
Concerning the constraints, we ignore the transaction costs, short-selling is not 
allowed, thus, the weights of assets must be positive and the sum of weights must be 
one. For the portfolios it was necessary to calculate the returns, variance-covariance 
matrix and beta for the aforementioned period. The logarithmic returns were used and 
we obtained the following results for each asset. 
Table 4:Annualized returns of assets (Banking portfolio) 
Asset set Means Annualized 
Alpha Bank -14.28% 
Eurobank -45.37% 
National Bank of Greece -40.35% 
Piraeus Bank -38.04% 
 
We observe that all of the expected returns of assets have high negative values due to 
the difficult period of Global Economic Crisis in 2007 which affects significantly the 
Greek banking system the period of investigation. The annualized variance covariance 
matrix of assets presented below: 
Table 5:Annualized variance-covariance matrix(Banking portfolio) 
 Alpha Eurobank National Piraeus 
Alpha 0.8356 0.7409 0.5566 0.7370 
Eurobank 0.7409 0.9210 0.6396 0.7382 
National 0.5566 0.6396 0.6989 0.6991 
Piraeus 0.7370 0.7382 0.6991 1.1147 
 
Thus, with the help of excel solver the variance function minimized and the following 
results were obtained. Note that, at first case there is no constraint for desired return. 
The efficient set and the respective asset allocation of each portfolio are represented in 
the below table: 
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return     
-25% 
Desired 
return          
-20% 
Desired 
return          
-17% 
Maximum 
return            
Weight- 
Alpha 
33.79% 58.88% 78.05% 89.56% 100.00% 
Weight -
Eurobank 
0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
Weight- 
National 
66.21% 41.12% 21.95% 10.44% 0.00% 
Weight -
Piraeus 
0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
      
Portfolio 
Return 
-0.3154 -0.2500 -0.2000 -0.1700 -0.1428 
Portfolio Risk 0.8067 0.8230 0.8564 0.8843 0.9141 
Beta 1.81 1.85 1.88 1.89 1.91 
 
At first case, we have calculated the highest return for the minimum risk of this 
investment. The four assets are weighted in the most appropriate way in order to 
achieve efficient portfolio. However, the results do not show an efficient portfolio. The 
assets of Eurobank and Piraeus do not participate at all in the construction of this 
portfolio. The reason is that the investment tends to become worse if an investor 
decides to allocate wealth to both of assets. Furthermore, this investment is 
characterized too risky according to the value of standard deviation, if we assume that 
this portfolio was efficient.  
 We attempt an increase of expected return for the minimum level of risk. We set some 
objectives attempting to increase the return of this portfolio, despite the high risk that is 
going to arise, and the constraint of expected return now is  -25%. We gradually 
increase the expected return of this investment for the minimum risk giving to expected 
return as possible as higher values( -20%,-17%) in order to achieve the best level of 
return. During of the process, we observe that Eurobank and Piraeus do not participate 
in composing of portfolio. In all cases, the wealth allocates optimally and inversely 
proportional to Alpha and National banks. The higher the Alpha‟s weights the lower the 
National‟s weights, until the portfolio gains the maximum possible return  -14,28 % with 
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the minimum risk of 0.9141, investing  in a single asset of Alpha bank which is too 
volatile.  
At this point we point out that it is not worth calculating the risk-adjusted performance 
because the efficient set does not include any portfolio that an investor can choose. A 
negative Sharpe ratio declares that risk-free rate is higher than portfolio‟s return or the 
expected returns of portfolio are going to be negative.iii Here, there is no risk-free asset 
and the negative values of expected returns are confirmed from our research. All betas 
are higher than one almost two and this illustrates that all portfolios are too risky in 
relation to the market. The following diagram represents the efficient frontier has been 
formed given the data of the table illustrating the best possible relationship between the 
risk and return of Greek systemic banking. 
                             Figure 2: Efficient frontier (Banking portfolio) 
 
Therefore, we decide to improve the model and constructing four different “three-asset” 





P4: EUROBANK-NATIONAL-PIRAEUS  
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At three first cases we have no changes at expected return and asset allocation. The 
optimal portfolio gives -14.28% maximum expected return and the capital has to be 
invested in Alpha bank, like the initial portfolio. Now if we examine the fourth case, 
which do not include Alpha bank the maximum expected return of portfolio is -38.04% 
and it comes from investing in a single asset again, in Piraeus.  
 Not only is this scenario inefficient but it brings about more negative return from the 
initial portfolio. The effects of this diversification were expected due to the high positive 
covariance between the assets that it causes co-movement of returns at the same 
direction. As there is downward trend in returns, dispersing of risk into the similar 
downward returns is inefficient. Therefore, diversification does not have effects here. 
This entire downward trend is mainly due the effects of global economic crisis that 
emerged from the US market mortgage crisis in 2007 and it has profoundly affected the 
global community bringing crisis on the entire economy of countries and companies as 
well as the operation and effectiveness of financial institutions. Thus, the Greek 
banking industry was affected during this period and the effects of the crisis still have 
an impact today remarkable on investments.  
The source of problem 
In 2001, Greece made great strides in attempting to join in European Union, 
diminishing of its inflation and decreasing its budget deficts. Thus, in 2007 this had 
achieved a very fast growing economy reaching the GDP at high levels and gaining 
stability, entering foreign investments and capital in country. However, this crisis has 
proved that Greece was heavily dependent on both external factors and European 
Union and for this reason it was inevitable for Greece to face a liquidity, debt and 
solvency crisis specifically, after the collapse of Lanham brothers (2008). Therefore we 
claim with certainty that the next decade it was hard for the economy of Greece, let 
alone for its financial institutions. 
 This difficult decade justifies the results of our investigation and the hard work to 
construct an optimal and efficient portfolio. During the crisis, banking sector has 
suffered consequences as a result of its repeated restructuring, such as the extension 
of the repayment period of obligations, new interest rates, etc. The period of 2008-2020 
the four systematic banks (ALPHA, EUROBANK, NATIONAL, and PIRAEUS) needed 
recapitalization both by public and private equity in order to improve liquidity and 
solvency problems. Otherwise, the total bankruptcy in one of these four banks would 
be disastrous for the financial system. In addition , banks in order to survive in the 
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midst of this financial crisis, they proceeded in further cuts , reduction of personnel , 
closure of subsidiaries and implementation of many cost reduction programs. In 
general, we are referring to a banking environment that surrounded by uncertainty. 
More precisely, Greek banking environment is short of deposits as well as most of 
them have been withdrawn (approximately 80 billion) during the crisis. Furthermore, 
there are a large number of no-performing loans which have negative fallout in balance 
sheet of banks, many liquidity problems and at the same time the Greek banking sector 
faced a great pressure related to the Private Sector Involvement, bond swap program. 
If we add the percentage of pledged assets of banks due to the pressure of their total 
assets, we can perceive how vulnerable the position of them is.  
All the aforementioned factors create fluctuations on their share prices and constitute 
elements of risk. Taking into account that everything in financial word operates 
according to the law of supply and demand , we could understand the reason of 
“unhealthy “ effect regarding the investments in Greek banking sector and the fact that 
none of investors is willing to invest in an excessively uncertain environment. 
4.3.Vertical diversification 
In this part of thesis, we attempt a second improvement model applying vertical 
diversification in banking portfolio. Vertical diversification is when an asset from 
different sector is added to investment. For the needs of vertical diversification we 
retrieved from Thomson database the historical data: 
▪ AMAZON.COM INC ordinary share (AMZN.O) monthly close prices from 01/01/2010 
to 30/06/2020 
▪NASDAQ Market index (.IXIC): monthly close prices from 01/01/2010 to 30/06/2020 
  We have now five assets to mixed portfolio. We calculate the logarithmic returns of 
asset. It is noted that the same constraints as previous it is going to be apply, i.e. long 
position investing, the weights of assets must be one as well as Nasdaq Market index 
is used as a proxy of market about the calculation of beta coefficient of Amazon.  We 
want to resolve the optimization problem but now n=5 the number of assets. We set the 
new data in Excel and the following tables are obtained.  
                       Table 7: Annualized returns of assets (mixed portfolio) 
Asset set Annualized returns 







                Table 8: Annualized variance-covariance matrix (mixed portfolio) 
 Alpha Eurobank National Piraeus Amazon 
Alpha 0.8356 0.7409 0.5566 0.7370 -0.0065 
Eurobank 0.7409 0.9210 0.6396 0.7382 0.0110 
National 0.5566 0.6396 0.6989 0.6991 0.0057 
Piraeus 0.7370 0.7382 0.6991 1.1147 -0.0186 
Amazon -0.0065 0.0110 0.0057 -0.0186 0.0828 
 
With the same tool, Excel solver, the optimal portfolio is calculated: 
Table 9: Optimal diversified portfolio 
Weight Alpha 4.90% 
Weight Eurobank 0.00% 
Weight National 2.73% 
Weight Piraeus 3.11% 
Weight Amazon 89.26% 
Portfolio Mean 0.2740 
Portfolio Standard deviation 0.2705 
Beta 1.25 
Sharpe ratio 1.01 
Treynor 0.220 
 
We observe that the diversification has a significant effect on initial portfolio. The 
expected return reaches in +27.40%, a perceptible difference from the initial banking 
portfolio which had maximum expected return -14.28%. The risk of investment is 
0.2705 and this value making the investment safe enough in contrast to the previous 
where the risk was 0.914 .The weights has allocated to assets with the best manner. 
All banks except for Eurobank participate in constructing of portfolio with the highest 
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percentage to belong to Amazon (89.26%). The beta of portfolio is greater than unit 
and this means that is riskier than market.  We calculate the risk-adjusted performance 
measures and we have a good Sharpe ratio close to unity.  
In this point we point out that diversification has effects because there is a negative 
correlation between the assets of Amazon and Alpha Bank, as well as between the 
Amazon and Piraeus. In addition, the participation of National bank in portfolio due to 
the almost zero correlation with the Amazon. According to Sharpe (2000) “the largest 
advantage of diversification is gained with the first five assets added to the portfolio.” 
This means that the portfolio now begin to give us the best results on expected return.  
5. Conclusions 
The objective of this dissertation is to examine how we construct optimal portfolios in 
banking and other industries as well as to examine the difficulties which an investor 
would face during the composition. We approached the issue with the mea-variance 
analysis by Markowitz; despite its weaknesses is the cornerstone of portfolio theory 
and in creation of portfolios, approaching efficient portfolios most of times. As the 
results shows, significant returns can be achieved applying step by step the 
methodology.  
More precisely, the case of airlines during the period of investigation where they also 
had serious impacts on their share price, however, the results can be quite satisfactory 
for investors.  In addition the risk of the investment can be controlled efficiently 
throughout the diversification, dispersing it into various asset classes creating 
conditions of less risky investments. At the same time, the mean-variance analysis 
achieved a quite determinant for investments object, the asset allocation. It contributes 
to the effective allocation of wealth between the assets taking into account the needs of 
the investment and investor too. In addition the risk-adjusted measures were calculated 
in order to be evaluated the performance of portfolios. These measures showed the 
most profitable «way» and the best performance in relation to the risk.  
The case of banking portfolio the things were more unfavorable because the 
environment was not fertile. The mean-variance analysis cannot achieve optimal 
portfolio in essence and the horizontal diversification was inefficient. Thus, the further 
improvement of model is vital for investors and the vertical diversification was applied. 
There is evidence that the risk of the investment decreases and not only can expected 
return be positive but it reaches in an efficient and optimal level. Both of cases the risk-
adjusted performance confirms profitable investments.  
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Findings of this survey are significant because indicates ways to balance against the 
inefficient investments and may bring about profits to their investors. Finally, it is quite 
important to note that the diversification balances the effects of low risk-adjusted 
performance to the assets while at the same time the overall portfolio can grow.  
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Appendix 
                                                 
i
 OTC market index is a proxy of market because four airlines are  listed on 
 
iii
 https://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/sharperatio.asp 
